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Abstract
“Sweeper” consists of two subsystems – “Groundhog”, which is a small, less than seven
hundred and fifty millimetre diameter disk unmanned air vehicle (UAV) relying principally
on vortex and wall attachment (Coanda) effects operating on the upper surface to generate lift
and “Retina” - head or helmet mounted laser designator.
The subsystem, henceforth referred to as “the system” for simplicity is designed to provide an
air platform for sensors for safe and speedy means of locating buried munitions (BMs)
concealed below ground level in hostile environments.
The sensor technology employed for the actual detection of munitions is not explicitly
described, however the means by which the detection technology is carried takes advantage
of the exceptional control characteristics of the UAV which facilitate easier remote operator
control.
Retina is designed to facilitate hands free control and operates a handshake guidance protocol
with Groundhog by steady and controlled operator head movement. Several Sweeper systems
may be operated in close proximity without interference.
Sweeper is designed to operate in open, uneven terrain but some degree of automatic
obstruction avoidance is possible within line-of-site.
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1. Symbols, abbreviations and
acronyms
The following symbols, abbreviations and
acronyms are used in this paper:
BMs Buried Munitions,
IR
Infrared,
UAV Unmanned Air Vehicle,
OA
Obstacle Avoidance,
m
Metre,
mm Millimetre,
IC
Internal Combustion
(engine),
h
Hour,
<
Less than,
>
Greater than,
Rx
Receive,
Tx
Transmit.
NBC Nuclear Biological
Clothing.
2. Special terms
Compeller
A tangential fan
rotating on the vertical axis of
Groundhog UAV.
Eye The central part of the
Compeller.
Director
Control surface that
determines direction of flight as
well as counters torque.
Coanda surface
Profile to the
upper surface of Groundhog.
Slot Gap formed between the
Coanda surface and the Director.

Ring motor A novel brushless
electric motor formed as a ring to
reduce weight.
Elastomeric Denoting artificial
fibres with rubber-like elasticity.
Handshaking An automated
process of negotiation that
dynamically sets parameters of a
communications channel
established between two entities
before normal communication over
the channel begins.
Duplex
Communicate in
both directions.
3. Introduction
Munitions concealed with hostile intent
obviously pose a great and continuing
threat not only to life and assets but also
by causing delays in terrain navigation.
A means is described here for locating
such devices faster whilst avoiding greatly
increased logistical difficulties.Improved
safety will result and a tactical difficulty
will be reduced.

It is of course a trade-off; whatever means
are proposed there will inevitably be a
logistical penalty.
The aim of this paper is to illustrate a
partial solution to the problem by
increasing the speed of location of ground
buried munitions with improved safety and
minimal logistical penalty.
The emphasis is on increased speed of
location and safety.
The solution illustrated here does of course
have limitations – it is not claimed as a
“final solution”. It does not include any
significantly novel means for detecting or
locating chemical explosives. Metal
location is used for illustration only - well
proven and familiar but with some of the
same inherent limitations as current
means.
The emphasis is on “ground buried” or
even shallow water concealed munitions.
It offers no solution to munitions
concealed in other ways; in walls for
example or human or animal carriers.
The example used is based on the location
of buried metal but it is ably to do this
faster and from a safe distance.
4. Background
The design of Groundhog outlined in this
paper is based on a development of the
Coanda UAV described in References 1, 2
and 3.
The Coanda UAV offers unique flight
control characteristics. As well as vertical
take off and landing it can fly in any
direction and in any horizontal attitude. It
is very responsive. There is no back and
front; it simply flies where it is directed.
“So what” you might say, “so does a
multi-rotor helicopter”.
The fact is that Groundhog does all that in
a much simpler way and with no
hazardous exposed moving parts.
For example, Groundhog’s design
principles obviate the need for complex

and unreliable mechanical linkages to
control surfaces. All linkages to the control
surfaces utilise rugged elastomeric
connections and Groundhog may be safely
handled even while fully powered and
flight ready.
These characteristics make Groundhog
eminently suitable for this application. Its
flight control laws make it easy to control
by remote means, thus so simplifying the
remote control mechanism that it can be
controlled completely hands-free by
controlled operator head movement,
enhanced by voice control. Thus the
system facilitates operator multi-tasking.
Control is intuitive and requires minimal
training.
5. Sweeper System Overview
The system consists of two subsystems;
Groundhog, the UAV less than 750 mm
diameter and Retina, a helmet mountable,
head movement following scanning laser
controller.
The system operates a “handshaking”
protocol with a voice command/response
facility between the two subsystems.
The voice command and response as well
as the handshake channel operate between
the two subsystems via the intensity
modulated laser designator in Retina and a
correspondingly modulated laser range
determining beacon in Groundhog.
The handshake protocol prevents
Groundhog navigating out of a line of site
from Retina.
Groundhog will respond to phonetic voice
command transmitted from Retina and will
acknowledge the commands in the same
way.
For example; to initiate flight, commence
search, to come home or to loiter on
station. Groundhog may also be voice
commanded to land as well as to power
down to conserve fuel.

The Groundhog/Retina remote control
channel is narrow bandwidth and makes
no demand on existing communications
bandwidths.
Groundhog and Retina are illustrated in
Figures 1, 1a, 2 and 2a.
Groundhog flies at an altitude limited to
approximately one half meter above the
terrain and at a range from the operator
automatically limited to no more than one
hundred meters radius and within line of
site.
The operational range limit at which
Groundhog operates is established by a
constant speed axial rotating fan laser
range beacon in Groundhog, which is
detected by binary sensors forming part of
the controller subsystem in Retina as
illustrated in Figure 6.
By signalling back to Groundhog via the
handshake system, when Groundhog’s
range beacon is detected, Retina maintains
a direction record in Groundhog.
Retina computes the range from the time
interval between the detection of the
rotating fan laser from Groundhog and will
not permit further increases in range even
though the operator attempts to command
it by head movement.
The flight height of Groundhog is
controlled automatically by a simple
trailing cord servo and follows the
designated terrain.
Groundhog has ultrasonic obstacle
avoidance (OA) capability and will
automatically offer request to execute the
OA algorithm by voice but it will remain
in line of site of the operator.
When operational, Groundhog
automatically executes a lateral zigzag or
more precisely a sinusoidal search pattern
along the mean designated flight path, as
illustrated in Figure 3.
The amplitude of the flight path zigzag,
whilst initially set by the operator
automatically diminishes more or less

exponentially in the vicinity of suspect
BMs and its forward motion halted even
though Retina may be issuing commands
to increase the search range. Thus an area
of suspicion is located. Groundhog will
“settle” or loiter close to an area of interest
until commanded to “mark the spot” or to
move on and resume the search.
“Mark the spot” mark is commanded via
the voice/handshake channel.
Groundhog may mark the area of interest
by simple oil based dye spray or be
commanded to continue the search. In
which case Groundhog will respond to revectoring to another search location.
Groundhog incorporates two power
subsystems, the principle being a
conventional two-stroke methanol fuelled
internal combustion (IC) engine.
A secondary power system consists of a
novel “ring” electronically commutated
electric motor, which serves as a starter for
the IC engine and short-term standby flight
enabling power unit, illustrated in Figure
1b.
The ring motor is energised by short-term
electrical storage from a light weight
rechargeable battery array, also illustrated
in Figure 1b.
In the event of IC engine failure or fuel
shortage, the ring electric motor will
provide flight-enabling power to return or
graceful failure.
After IC engine start, the ring motor
automatically converts to a generator to
restore charge to the battery array and to
power on-board electronic systems.
The novelty of the ring motor resides in
the fact that by arranging the rotational
mechanism – a combination of
electronically commutated cols and
permanent magnets arranged in a ring at a
greater radius from the centre of rotation
than in a conventional motor, then a
reduced drive current is required for the
same shaft torque and hence reduced
copper weight results, Reference 4.

An additional benefit of the ring motor
arrangement is that its increased angular
momentum provides a greater degree of
gyroscopic stability to Groundhog.
Retina is a helmet mounted low power
infrared (IR) laser controller and
designator used to control Groundhog.
Retina controls Groundhog within an
operational line of sight radius of up to one
hundred meters by means of low power IR
laser operating in three modes.
In two of the operational modes, Retina
produces a scanned laser window and the
operator is ably to direct the window by
steady side to side and inclined forward
and backwards head movement.
The operator is ably to guide the laser
window by means of a helmet visor
forming part of the Retina subsystem.
Groundhog is able to determine the centre
of the scanned window and automatically
vectors to that designated centre following
the zigzag flight path.
Groundhog will vector to follow the centre
of the scanned window unless its on board
sensors have located an area of interest in
which case it will enter a loiter or low
amplitude zigzag flight pattern thus
signalling by its action as well as by the
voice response and handshake protocol to
Groundhog that it has a suspected area of
terrain.
The scanned laser window from Retina
used to direct the search path of
Groundhog is time multiplexed into two
scans designated the X and R scans.
The X scans direct Groundhog laterally by
operator steady side-to-side head
movement whereas the R scan directs
Groundhog in range by vertically inclined
forward and backwards head movement.
Retina and Groundhog operate the
exchange handshake protocol and voice
channel by means of the third operational
mode.

In addition to the spatial modulation of
both X and R scans, each laser scan is
pulse intensity modulated and acts as a
carrier for handshake and voice commands
to Groundhog and its responses to Retina.
Retina has two laser sensors used to
determine the range of Groundhog by
means of the time delay between the
receipt of the laser fan range beacon from
Groundhog.
Groundhog’s range beacon is also pulse
intensity modulated and as well as a range
marker it serves the duplex voice
command response and handshake channel
to Retina.
Retina will only issue directional and
range commands as a result of steady head
movements. Sudden or unexpected head
movements result in Retina closing down
the scanning lasers and Groundhog to
loiter at its last designated location. At
which point, Groundhog will initiate a
request for commands via the handshake
channel incorporated in its laser range
beacon.
If after a set period no further commands
are received from Retina then Groundhog
will land and either power down its
systems and await manual recovery or
respond to renewed handshaking and
commands from Retina.
Voice commands/responses
Initiate; phonetic - init
Initiate – Switches on stored electrical
power to ring electric motor to start IC
engine.
Monitor IC engine speed for flight
readiness, power levels, monitor charging
of on-board batteries, self test all
electronic subsystems, checks fuel level,
confirm handshaking with laser controller,
confirm all voice command
correspondence, - (requires voice check
with operator).

Mark: phonetic – mark

This element of lift is labelled LA for Lift
axial, as illustrated in Simulation 1.

Mark – Mark the spot with oil based dye
for further investigation and prepare to
vector to a new location. Loiter for receipt
of further command.

As well as axial acceleration, this air
stream has a rotational component of
acceleration.

The Mark command may be used on
ground or static water.
Further commands are;
Land, rest, power down, start and come
home.
6. Typical Mission Profiles
A logistic supply pipeline – a supply
vehicle train preferring to traverse by road
rather than cross-country is vulnerable.
Sweeper or possible several in consort
may be deployed to search the intended
route at speed, each controlled by a
separate operator.
Launch, search and recovery may be
effected from a small vehicle such as an
out rider quad bike in support of foot
patrol.
7. System description
Groundhog
Groundhog, as illustrated in Figures 1, 1a
and 1b is a Coanda disk UAV and the
following is an abbreviated extract from
References 5 and 6.
The following is a qualitative description
of the flight mechanism for still air
conditions and zero translational velocity.
In translational conditions, the lift
elements are more problematic and require
a more complete analysis and explanation
than is allowed for here.
The following refers to Simulations 1 to 6
which are extracted from Reference 5.
Lift is generated as a summation of a
number of factors or elements. The first of
which is that air is drawn axially into
tangential fan termed the Compeller and in
so doing creates a small axial lift reaction.

Due to the design of the Compeller eye,
typified in Reference 1 the air drawn into
the rotating Compeller causes air above,
which will subsequently enter the eye, to
rotate due to viscous forces even before it
enters the Compeller. In simple terms a
minor free vortex is generated above the
Compeller centred on the eye of the
Compeller.
The vortex effect results in a pressure
reduction above the Compeller, which
results in an additional element of lift, LV1,
as illustrated in Simulation 2.
The air stream drawn into the Compeller is
accelerated and leaves the Compeller
tangentially in a thin layer, which attaches
to the convex upper surface of Groundhog.
This effect is commonly recognised as the
Coanda effect.
An element of lift is generated as a
consequence of this flow over the first
portion of the convex upper surface,
Reference 7. This element of lift is
labelled LS as illustrated in Simulation 3.
This air stream over the surface is
unbounded in the upper extent and
consequently a degree of turbulence
results.
Turbulence in this part of the airflow
entrains a body of air above the surface
resulting in a significant reduction in
pressure above the surface, Reference 8. A
corresponding element of lift results and is
labelled LE, as illustrated in Simulation 4.
The entrained air stream does not flow
through the Compeller but never the less
contributes to the air mass flowing over
the convex surface of Groundhog thus
creating the lift reaction.

The air stream attached to the convex
upper surface has a component of velocity
tangential to its source, the Compeller as it
continues to flow over the upper surface
illustrated in Simulation 5.
The tangential component of velocity
results in a free vortex motion of the
entrained airflow. This vortex effect
results in a further pressure reduction
above the airframe, which results in an
additional element of lift, LV2, as
illustrated in Simulation 6.
It is known that concentric free vortices
will combine into a single vortex,
Reference 9 and as a consequence the lift
elements LV1 and LV2, may be
conveniently regarded as a single additive
effect.
As the combined air stream mass from the
Compeller and that of entrained air
approach the outer extremities of the
Coanda surface with significant remaining
momentum, there is a marked change in
the radius of curvature of the surface
resulting in the air mass, while remaining
attached to the surface being deflected
downward resulting in an element of lift
labelled LVP, as illustrated Simulation 6.
Overall lift LO in static conditions is a
summation of all the identified lift
elements.
LO = X1LA+X2LV1+X3LV2
+X4LS+X5LE+X6LVP
Airframe rotational torque cancellation.
It is a characteristic of the type of aircraft
typified in Reference 1 as well as that
described in this paper that the rotation of
the Compeller and the tangential nature of
airflow over the Coanda surface results in
a tendency for the airframe to rotate about
its vertical axis in the opposite direction.
In Groundhog, this tendency is minimised
by closely matching the angular
momentum of the Compeller with that of
the ring electric motor/generator, which
rotates in the opposite direction.

This torque control technique is finely
balanced and the airframe may be made to
rotate in either direction by means of a
simple mechanism incorporated in the
Director.
The Director has several functions. In
addition to stabilising the rotational torque
on Groundhog by means of a simple
automatic mechanical servo arrangement,
its secondary function is to control the
direction of the flight path. This is
achieved by tilting the Director to
effectively reduce the gap between itself
and the Coanda surface on one side. This
results in a choking effect of the airflow
from the Compeller slot and hence also the
degree of ambient air entrainment on that
side, as illustrated in Simulations 7 and 8.
The uneven airflow causes Groundhog to
tilt slightly due to uneven air pressure in
one area and thus Groundhog will vector
in the direction of the reduced airflow.
Groundhog is programmed to cycle the
tilting of the Director side-to-side as well
as notionally fore and aft to effect a zigzag
motion along the designated flight path.
The zigzag is in effect a search pattern and
as well as serving as a simple attrition
avoidance strategy. But at the same time
the amplitude of the zigzag maintains
Groundhog within the visor view of
Retina, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Groundhog’s flight height is controlled to
follow minor terrain irregularities and may
negotiate obstacles of below 0.25 m height
and avoid higher obstacles by means of an
array of ultrasonic sensors forming part of
the airframe. However, Groundhog will
not navigate out of handshake range from
Retina.
Groundhog will follow ground depressions
but again, will not navigate out of
handshake range from Retina.
Groundhog is able to operate over shallow
water courses.

Height control of Groundhog is effected
by a simple deployable trailing cord servo
linked to the power unit to control a
feedback servo height control function, as
can be judged from Figure 3.

Provisional basic specification,
Groundhog:
Diameter 0.7 m,
Height 0.15 m,
All-up weight at launch < 2.5 kgs,

The Groundhog airframe is resilient and
air pressurised to just above atmospheric
with a lightweight, protective wave wound
polyester film skin. This is to effect impact
resilience and a strong lightweight
structure, as illustrated in Figures 1a and
1b.
The non-proprietary on-board electronics
payload is weight distributed and performs
the following functions;
o IR laser and voice input/output
Location Command Interface,
o Automatic zigzag flight pattern
linked to the sensor subsystems,
o Automatic height control,
o Automatic collision avoidance.
o Buried metal and wire sensor and
locator subsystem and automatic
loitering unit,
o Alert beacon and marker driver;
indicates the suspect location of
ground concealed munitions as
well as remaining flight time,
o Laser range beacon. The beacon
rotates and projects a fan like laser
beam which is detected by Retina
to establish range from the
operator. The range is confirmed
back to Groundhog via the
handshake channel,
o The range beacon also serves as the
direction marker for Groundhog.
The direction of each scanned
frame from Retina is referenced to
Groundhogs airframe and used as
the reference of Retina’s direction
with respect to Groundhog. It is
necessary for Groundhog to
“know” where Retina is,
o Power management subsystem.

Endurance 0.5 hours,
Maximum straight-line range of
operation 100 m,
Maximum height of operation
0.5 m.
Retina
Groundhog is controlled in flight by means
of a head or helmet mounted IR scanning
laser and/or voice command subsystem
designed to facilitate hands free operation,
as illustrate in Figures 2 and 2a.
The controller sub-system, Retina,
generates sequential IR light scans
designated X scan and R scan which are
directed broadly toward Groundhog by
operator head movement, as illustrated in
Figures 4 and 5.
The X scan directs Groundhog laterally,
whereas the R scan directs Groundhog’s
range from Retina.
Groundhog operates in the rectangular IR
laser illuminated window and detects the
light signals from Retina.
By interrogating the received light scans
during its zigzag flight path it is ably to
determine the designated lateral and range
search locations.
The zigzag flight pattern of Groundhog is
maintained within Retina’s directed scan
window to eliminate the need for
unnecessary head movement by the
operator.
As well as enabling an efficient ground
search, the zigzag flight path enables
Groundhog to more effectively interrogate
the projected laser scans from Retina to
determine the designated search location.

Retina contains a two axis gimballed low
power IR laser and drive electronics
powered by rechargeable batteries, as
illustrated in Figure 2 and 2a.
Additionally, two IR sensors in Retina
detect the rotating range beacon from
Groundhog and computes Groundhog’s
range from the time interval between the
received signal.
The sensors also serve the duplex
handshake channel between Retina and
Groundhog.
Retina signals back to Groundhog when it
receives the range beacon from Groundhog
via the handshake channel.
In this way Groundhog can determine the
direction of its received signals relative to
its own airframe.
Provisional basic specification Retina;
UK Mk6/7 helmet mountable,
Weight < 0.25 kgs including
batteries,

Operating range with
Groundhog limited to less than
100 m,
Operating beam angle X and R
< ± 0.05 radians,
Endurance, standby >5 hours,
operational > 1 hour,
Ruggedised construction,
Transferable to alternative helmets,
Minimal user training necessary.
Conclusions
The Groundhog subsystem offers to be an
effective force multiplier equally valuable
in urban as well as hostile environments. It
enables multi tasking and a soldier’s
capability is not reduced. It has swarming
capability and can be deployed in
darkness. It presents no hazard to operators
and may be used without regard to
restrictions imposed by NBC equipment.
The system imposes minimal additional
logistical penalty. The system offers to
provide a faster, safer means of locating
ground concealed munitions. The system
imposes no additional burden on existing
communications bandwidths.

FIGURES

Figure 3 Simulated view through Retina visor of Groundhog flight path. Courtesy
South Asian Press Association.

SIMULATIONS
The following simulations are extracted from Reference 5.
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